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L.N. 9 of 1963
 

THE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT (INCOME TAX RELIEF)
ACT, 1958 (CAP. 87)

The Industrial Development (IncomeTax Relief) (Oilseed
Processing) (Amendment) Order, 1963

Commencement ; 7th February, 1963

In exercise ofthe powers ‘conferred by section 3 of the Industrial Develop-
ment (Income Tax Relief) Act, 1958, the Governor-General, after consultationwith the Council of Ministers, has made the following Order—
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1, This Order may be cited as the Industrial Development (Income Tax

_

Citation.
Relief) (Oilseed Processing) (Amendment) Order, 1963, and shall apply
throughout the Federation. ; .

2. Industrial Development (Income Tax Relief) (Oilseed Processing) Deletion ofOrder, 1959, is amended as follows— | section 3. ; (L.N. 229 ofby deletion of sectionthree thereof. 1959).

Maneat Lagos this 19th day of January, 1963.

| Isa Koto, |
Deputy Secretary to the
Council of Ministers

° Exptanatory Note

This order removes the condition that at least twenty per centof the total
weight of the pioneer products producedby a pioneer companyin relation to
the said industry during any period of twelve monthsshall be products other
than groundnutoil, groundnut meal and groundnutcake,

L.N. 10 of1963
, - MINERALS ACT (CAP. 121)

- Prospecting (Areas and Minerals) Prohibition (Amendment)
Declaration, 1963

Tm exercise of the powers conferred by section 8 of the Minerals Act,
the Minister ofMines andPowerofthe Federation hereby makes the following
declaration—

. .
t1, This declaration may be cited as the Prospecting (Areas and Minerals) ' -Short title

Prohibition (Amendment) Declaration, 1963, and shall apply throughout the ’ and extent.
Federation.

2. For paragraph 28 of the Prospecting (Areas and Minerals) Prohibition’ Amendment
Declaration (as inserted by the Prospecting (Areas and Minerals) Prohibition o peeeeh
Amendment (No. 4) Declaration, 1960) there shall be substituted the i946"
following— - (Vol. IX

“28. The following area is hereby declared closed to prospectingforall Pao. 3 1958
minerals— . L.N.203 of

1960.
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(1) All that parcel of land known as Mines Reclamation Area No. 28

(which is composedof late M-L. 2270, and the Southern part of M.L.
9510) in the Jos division of Plateau Province, containing an area of
approximately 87.72 acres, the boundaries of which are described as
follows, that is to say—— “

Starting at a concrete pillar marked P.8384, the Local Bukuru Co-
ordinates of which are N. 1,089.9 feet; E. 2,348.2 feet; the boun-
daries run in straight lines, the bearings and lengths of which are as
follows :—

From Bearings Lengths To

PBP. 8384 30°09’ 228.9 feet PBP. 8385
PBP. 8385 350° 35’ 163.9 feet PBP. 8386
PBP. 8386 32° 39° 79.7 feet PBP. 2626
PBP. 2626 302° 39° 72.1 feet PBP. 8387
PBP. 8387 350° 37° 138.6 feet PBP. 8388
PBP. 8388 23° 10’ 1,085.0 feet PBP. 8376
PBP. 8376 22° 30’ 71.3 feet PBP. 8377
PBP. 8377 113° 09’ 616.0 feet — PBP. 8378
PBP. 8378 202° 30° 814.3 feet PBP. 8379
PBP. 8379 © 51° 52° 406.4 feet PBP. 8380
PBP. 8380 204° 05° _ 1,496.9 feet PBP. 8381
PBP. 8381 204° 05’ 1,007.0 feet PBP. 8382
PBP. 8382 204° 05’ 708.5 feet PBP. 8383
PBP. 8383 294° 34’ 498.7 feet PBP. 6145
PBP. 6145 277° 59' 599.1 feet PBP. 8162
PBP. 8162 33° 38’ 95.5 feet PBP. 8163
PBP. 8163 333° 24’ 570.7 feet PBP. 8164
PBP. 8164 32° 41’ 1,295.6 feet PBP. 8389
PBP, 8389 32° 39’ 210.0 feet PBP. 8165
PBP. 8165 123° 01’ 355.7 feet . PBP. 8166
PBP. 8166 32° 40’ 249.9 feet PBP. 8167
PBP.8167 122° 42’ 164.6 feet PBP. 5965
PBP. 5965 122°41’ 119.1 feet PBP. 8384

(The starting point).

(2) All bearings and lengths are approximate, and all bearings are
referred to Colony North.”

Manein Lagos, this 28th day of January, 1963.

Marrama SULE,
Minister of Mines and Power

L.N.11 of 1963
MINERALS ACT (CAP. 121)

Prospecting (Areas and Minerals) Prohibition
(Amendment) (No. 2) Declaration, 1963

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 8 of the Minerals Act,
the Minister ofMines andPowerofthe Federation hereby makesthe following ~

declaration— .

Shorttitle 1. This declaration may be cited as the Prospecting (Areas and Minerals)
and extent. Prohibition (Amendment) (No. 2) Declaration, 1963, and shall apply through-

_ out the Federation. _



2. Immediately after paragraph 34 of the Prospecting (Areas and Minerals)
Prohibition Declaration, (as inserted by theProspecting (Areas and Minerals)
Prohibition (Amendment) (No. 5) Declaration, 1962) there shall be added
the following new paragraphs :—

“35. The following area is hereby declared closed to prospecting for
all minerals— —

(1) All that parcel of land known as Mines Reclamation Area No. 40
(which is composed of the whole of late M.L.4239) in the Vwang
District of Plateau Province, consisting an area of approximately 35.42
acres, the boundaries of which are described as follows, that is to say—

Starting at a concrete pillar, marked PB.P.9331, the Colony Co-
ordinates of which are :—

N.2,054,387 feet; E.2,311,802 feet; the. boundaries run in
straightlines, the bearings and lengths of whichare as follows :—

From Bearings Lengths - To

P.9331 134° 51’ 383.4 feet P.9332
P9332 ~ 51° 13’ 908.0 feet == P9333
P.9333 51° 13’ - 560.6 feet  —- P9334
P.9334 51° 06’ 544.7 feet P.9335
P.9335 298° 29° 587.4 feet P.9336
P.9336 298° 27° 605.1 feet P.9337
P.9337 226° 34’ 383.6 feet P.9338
P.9338 201° 30’ 793.7 feet P.9339
P.9339 201° 29’ 599.6 feet P.9331

(The starting point)

(2) All bearings and lengths are approximate and all bearings aiare
referred to Colony North.”

36. The following atka iis hereby declared closed to prospecting for all
minerals—

(1) All that parcel of land known as Mines Reclamation Area No. 36
(which is composed of a portion of late .L.6765) in the Gashish
District of Plateau Province, containing an area of approximately 14.04
acres, the boundaries of which are described.as follows, that is to say—

Starting at a concrete pillar, marked PB.P.9241, the Colony Co-
ordinates of which are N.1,958,438 feet ; E.2,333,815 feet ; the boun-
daries run in straight lines, the bearings and lengths of which are as
follows :—

From Bearings Lengths To.

P.9241 149° 36’ 604.3 feet P.9242
P.9242 239° 37° 1,012.6 feet P.9243
P.9243 329° 38’ 280.4 feet = ~ P.9285
P9285 329° 36’ 323.7 feet P.9244
P.9244 54°4g 409.4 feet P.6413
P.6413 76° 57" 3 306.8 feet P.6412

P.6412 41° 20’ 218.7 feet P.6411
P.O411 66° 17’ 104.5 feet P.9241

(The starting point).

(2) All bearings and lengths are approximate, and ‘all bearings are
referred to Colony North.”
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“37. The following area is hereby declared closed to prospecting for
all minerals—

(1) All that parcel of land known as Mines Reclamation Area No. 43
(which is a portion of late M.L.2480) in the Riyom District of Plateau
Province, containing an area ofapproximately 8.685 acres, the boundaries
of which are described asfollows, that is to say—

Starting at a concrete pillar, marked NG.17, the Colony Co-
ordinates of which are :—

N.2,014,371 feet; E.2,291,231 feet; the boundaries run in
straightlines, the bearings and lengths of whichare as follows :—

From Bearings Lengths To

NG.17 292° 02’ 576.1 feet PBP.9349
PBP.9349 292° 00’ 610.8 feet PBP.9350
PBP.9350 292° 00’ 331.9 feet PBP.9351

’ PBP,9351 211° 34’ 505.6 feet . PBP.9352
PBP.9352 94° 42’ ” 627.1 feet PBP.9353
PBP.9353 94° 42’ 490.4 feet PBP.9423
PBP.9423 94° 47° 561.0 feet NG.17

(The starting point).

(2) All bearings and lengths are approximate, and all bearings are
referred to Colony North.”

“38. The following area is hereby declared closed to prospecting for
all minerals—

(1) All that parcel of land known as Mines Reclamation Area No. 47
(which is a portion of SML.9725) in the Gashish District of Plateau
Province, containing an area of approximately 27.2 acres, the boundaries
of which are described as follows, that is to say—

Starting at a concrete pillar, marked PB.P.9290, the Colony Co-
ordinates of whichare:—

N.1,983,182 feet ; E.2,322,304 feet ; the boundaries run in straight
lines, the bearings and lengths ofwhich are as follows :—

From Bearings Lengths To
P9290 09° 07’ . 258.6 feet P9291 |
P.9291 21° 30’ 253.1 feet P.9292
P.9292 85° 12’ "237.8 feet P.9293
P.9293 135° 52’ 243.6 feet P.9294
P.9294 167° 58’ 134.3 feet P.9295
P.9295 196° 44’ 154.2 feet - P9296
P.9296 167° 22' 262.8 feet P9297
P.9297 170° 32’ 1,204.3 feet P.9298
P.9298 274° 13’ “ 270.5 feet P.9299
P.9299 185° 36’ 564 feet P.9300
P.9300 268° 21’ 441.1 feet P.9301
P.9301 356° 44’ | 59.7 feet. - P.9302
P.9302 261° 27’ . i.1 feet P.9303
P.9303 355° 32’ 754.6 feet P9304
P.9304 03° 54’ 632.6 feet P.9290

(The starting point).

(2) All bearings and lengths are approximate, and all bearings are
referred to Colony North.” | :
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“39, The following area is hereby declared closed to prospecting for all
minerals—

(1) All that parcel of land known as Mines Reclamation Area No. 48
(which is a portion of SML.9725) in the Gashish District of Plateau
Province, containing an area of approximately 31.40 acres, the boundaries
ofwhich are described as follows,thatis to say—

Starting at a concrete pillar, marked PB.P.9307, the Colony Co-
ordinates of which are N.1,983,176 feet; E.2,322,204 feet; the
boundaries run in straight lines, the bearings and lengths of which
are as follows :—

From Bearings Lengths To
P.9307 184° 06’ 469.1 feet P.9308
P.9308 268° 56’ 219.3. feet P.9309
P.9309 - 175° 52’ 155.2 feet P.9310

P.9310 269° 36’ 451.8 feet P.9311
P.9311 355° 04’ 675.8 feet P9312
P.9312 323° 48° 349.3 feet P.9313 *
P.9313 341° 13’ 1,034.9 feet . P.9314

P.9314 118° 15’ 788.2 feet’ P9315
P.9315 118° 13’ _ 837.9 feet P.9316
P.9316 201° 34’ ' 274.2 feet P.9317
P.9317 188° 15’ 283.7 feet P.9307

: (Thestarting point).

(2) All bearings and lengths are approximate and all bearings are
referred to Colony North.”

“40, The following area is hereby declared closed to prospecting for all.
minerals—

(1) All that parcel of land known as Mines Reclamation Area No.
49 (which is composed of the whole of late ML.11316) in the Kuru
District of Plateau Province, containing an area of approximately 41.32
acres, the boundaries of whichare described as follows, thatis to say—

Starting at a concrete pillar, marked PB.P.9259, the Colony Co-
- ordinates ofwhich are :-—

_ N.2,072,248.6 feet ; E.2,339,630.7 feet; the boundaries run in
straight lines, the bearings and lengths of whichare'as follows :—
From Bearings Lengths | To
P.9259 163° 54’ ¢ 996.6 feet P.9260
P.9260 254° 29’ 568.7 feet. .P.9261
P.9261 254° 28' 1,385.2 feet P.9262
P.9262 356° 50’ 663.0 feet P.9450
P.9450 356° 50’ 39.2 feet P.9263
P.9263 52° 32’ 169.9 feet P.9451
P.9451 52° 32/ 600.0 feet P.9264
P.9264 © 82° 32’ 459.7 feet P.9265
P.9265 87° 19° | 669.9 feet P.9259

: . (The starting point).

(2) All bearings and lengths are approximate and all bearings are
referred to Colony North.” :
MapEin Lagosthis 28th day ofJanuary, 1963.

_. Marrama SLE,
Minister of Mines and Power
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L.N. 12 of 1963

INIVERSITY COLLEGE HOSPITAL: ORDINANCE

(CHAPTER 205) :

University College Hospital (Hospital Fees) (Amendment) Regulations, 1963

Commencement: 1st of March, 1963

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 15 (2) (n) of the University

College Hospital Ordinance of the University College Hospital Board of

Management with the approval of the Minister of Health of the Federation,

has made the following Regulations—

1. These Regulations may be cited as the University College Hospital

(Hospital Fees) (Amendment) Regulations 1963.

2. Part I of the Schedule to the University College Hospital (Hospital
Fees) Regulations 1961 is amended in the manner following, that is to say—

(a) by adding after paragraph (/) of subsection B.I a new paragraph (7)

as follows :—

“(7) the holder of a post on the permanentestablishmentof the Univer-
sity of Ibadan.” and :

(6) by adding after subsection B.IV a new subsection B.V as follows :—

\

“B.V. Charges for Non-Standard Diet—-An additional charge of
10s-Od per day shall be levied on all in-patients, regardless of income
and whether or not occupying an amenity bed; who elect to have wholly

or in part the non-standard diet.”

NIADEand SEALED at Ibadan with the Common Seal of the Board of
Managementthis 22nd day of January, 1963.

K, A. ABAYOMI,
Chairman

G. PARKER,
: Secretary

Board of Management,
University College Hospital

APPROVED under subsection (5) of section fifteen of the University
College Hospital Ordinance by the Minister of Health of the Federation and
directed to be published as a legal notice in the Gazette.

Daten this 7th day of January, 1963.

M. A. MajEKODUNMI,
Minister of Health
of the Federation



L.N.13 of 1963

‘SHIPPING AND NAVIGATION ACT(CAP. 190)

Navigation of Inland Waters Regulations, 1963

Commencement : 7th February, 1963
In. exercise of the powers conferred by section 46 of the Shipping and

Navigation Act, the Governor-General, acting in accordance with the advice
of the Council of Ministers, hereby makes the following regulations—

1, These regulations may be cited as the Navigation of Inland Waters
Regulations, 1963, and shall apply throughout the Federation to all inland
waters in respect of which the Federal Legislature has power to make laws in
connection: with shipping and navigation.

2. For regulation 20 of the Navigation of Inland Waters Regulations,
1959, (as amended bythe Navigation of Inland Waters Regulations, 1962)
there shall be substituted the following—
“Require- - . 20. Logs of timber or casksofoil (hereinafterin this regula-
acai for tion referred to in either case as “a raft’’) shall be floated on any
and exeksof inland waters to which these regulations apply in accordance
oil. with the following provisions, that is to say—

(1) in the creeks and rivers between Atijere:in the West and
Gwato Creek in the East—

(a) a raft not towed by mechanical power shall -not
consist of more than ninety-six logs or one hundred and
sixty casks as the case may be or exceed eighteen feet in
width ; and ;

(6) a raft towed by mechanical power shall not exceed
twenty-seven feet in width and in a raft consisting oflogs,
the number of logs shall be related to the power of the
towing tug or vessel inthe proportion ofseventeen logs or
thirty-four half logs (a half log being defined as a log not
exceeding sixteen feet in length) for every ten brake horse-
power of the tug or vessel but no such raft shall contain
more than one hundred and ninety-two logs or three
hundred and eighty-four half logs or a combination of the
two exceeding one hundred and ninety-two logs or three
hundred andeighty-four half logs.

(2) in any other inland waters—

(a) a raft not towed by mechanical power shall not
consist of more than one hundred andsixty-four logs or
three hundred andsixty casks as the case maybe, or exceed
twenty-seven feet in width ; and

(b) a raft towed by mechanical power shal] not exceed -
thirty-six feet in width and in a raft consisting of logs, the
‘numberof logs shall be related to the powerof the towing
tug or vessel in the proportion laid down in sub-paragraph

_ (b) of paragraph (1);

(3) a tug or vessel towing a raft shall possess a valid
certificate of survey and the crew or personsin charge ofsuch
tug or vessel shall at all times comply with the conditions
stipulated in the certificate ;

B63
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(4) Crewat the rate of one man for every twenty logs or
forty half logs or fractions thereof or for every fifty casks or
fraction thereof as the case may be shall be carried on each
raft and no raft shall have a crew of less than two men except
that in the case of a raft towed by mechanical power, the
crewof the towing tug or vessel may be includedin the total
number of raft crew required by this paragraph ; and

(5) Every raft shall at night exhibit a red light at each end
of the raft at a point equidistant from each sideoftheraft.”

Repeal of 3. Navigation of Inland Waters Regulations, 1962, are hereby repealed,
L.N. 161 of
1962. 2

Maneat Lagos this 31st day of January, 1963. .

Isa Koro,
Deputy Secretary to

the Council of Ministers

EXPLANATORY NOTE

This amendmentto the existing regulations is brought in so as to recognise
the changed circumstances attending log rafts by the use of powered tugs
towing them. The amendmentallows an increase in the size of rafts which,
because of the tugs, can nowbe better controlled and the same standards of
safety for navigation in the creek areas will be maintained.

T. 1098

 

L.N. 14 of 1963

TIN ACT
(1962, No. 25)

an Appointed Day Notice

In exercise of the powers conferred by subsection (2) of section five of the Tin Act,
1962, the Honourable Minister of Mines and Power hereby appoints the Ist day of
February, 1963, as the date on which the said Act shall come into operation.

Daten this 30th day of January, 1963.

Musa DaccasH,
Permanent Secretary,

Ministry of Mines and Power


